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Abstract Debris ﬂows are concentrated slurries of water and sediment that shape the landscape and
pose a major hazard to human life and infrastructure. Seismic ground motion-based observations
promise to provide new, remote constraints on debris ﬂow physics, but the lack of data and a theoretical
basis for interpreting them hinders progress. Here we present a new mechanistic physical model for the
seismic ground motion of debris ﬂows and apply this to the devastating debris ﬂows in Montecito,
California on 9 January 2018. The amplitude and frequency characteristics of the seismic data can
distinguish debris ﬂows from other seismic sources and enable the estimation of debris-ﬂow speed, width,
boulder sizes, and location. Results suggest that present instrumentation could have provided 5 min of
early warning over limited areas, whereas a seismic array designed for debris ﬂows would have provided
10 min of warning for most of the city.
Plain Language Summary Rainwater carries mud and rocks down hillsides, forming debris
ﬂows. Debris ﬂows not only shape the landscape but also pose a major hazard to human life and
infrastructure, as exempliﬁed by what occurred in Montecito, California on 9 January 2018. An effective
early warning system for debris ﬂows would accurately determine the location and magnitude of debris
ﬂow events and could help save lives. Progress has been made in using seismic ground motions
produced by debris ﬂows for this purpose. However, the development of such early warning methods
depends on effective collection of data as well as fundamental understanding of the underlying mechanics,
both of which have been lacking. Here we discovered that the ground motion caused by debris ﬂows is
well recorded with current technologies and has unique characteristics that can be understood through a
mechanistic model. These unique characteristics, together with the new mechanistic model, allow us to
estimate key information about the debris ﬂows, including the speed, width, rock sizes, and location. With
present instrumentation, early warning could have provided 5 min of warning over limited areas.
Implementation of a seismic array designed for debris ﬂows would have provided 10 min of warning for
most of the city.
1. Introduction
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Debris ﬂows are concentrated slurries of sediment and water that are typically triggered in steep mountain
landscapes following intense precipitation (Iverson, 1997), and they are especially common following wildﬁre (Cannon, 2001; Kean et al., 2011). Debris ﬂows are capable of rapidly transporting large volumes of
sediment and large boulders over long distances, making them destructive and dangerous (Coe et al.,
2014; Takahashi, 2007). Despite the signiﬁcant danger and importance for landscape change (Stock &
Dietrich, 2003), limited work has been done to make direct measurements of natural debris ﬂows because
they occur infrequently and are difﬁcult and dangerous to instrument (Kean et al., 2011; Takahashi, 2007).
Ground shaking measured by seismometers provides a potential breakthrough in debris ﬂow measurements because instruments can be placed outside of the channel, and the seismic signal might be used
to invert for both debris ﬂow occurrence and debris ﬂow mechanics (Arattano, 1999; Burtin et al., 2014;
Schimmel & Hubl, 2015; Schimmel & Hubl, 2016; Turconi et al., 2015; Walter et al., 2017). However, in contrast to earthquake studies, only limited work has been done to deploy seismometers to monitor debris
ﬂows, and we lack a theoretical framework to interpret the seismic signature of debris ﬂows to constrain
ﬂow mechanics, although important theoretical advances are being made for related phenomena in rivers
and landslides (Burtin et al., 2013, 2014; Gimbert et al., 2014; Kanamori & Given, 1982; Kawakatsu, 1989;
Kean et al., 2015; Tsai et al., 2012).
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Figure 1. Montecito debris ﬂows. (a) Map of the Montecito area showing the burned Santa Ynez Mountains to the north
and the major creeks that ﬂow through Montecito. Debris ﬂow deposits were mapped based on aerial imagery and
house damage maps produced by Santa Barbara County. Major damage was focused along Montecito and San Ysidro
creeks. The seismic station is CI.QAD from the Southern California Seismic Network, and the weather station is the
Montecito Station from Santa Barbara County. (b and c) Photographs following the debris ﬂows located near the asterisk
along San Ysidro Creek in (a). Photo credit: Mike Eliason, Santa Barbara County Fire.

Seismic monitoring of debris ﬂows also has the potential to provide advanced warning of imminent debris
ﬂows that could signiﬁcantly mitigate loss of life. One of the most successful advanced warning systems
for debris ﬂows in the U.S. is the joint National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and U.S.
Geological Survey effort, which uses a combination of predicted and measured rainfall rates and past
debris-ﬂow occurrence in recently burned areas to make 24 to 48-hr predictions of the likelihood of severe
debris ﬂows (Cannon et al., 2011; NOAA-USGS Debris Flow Task Force, 2005). While these predictions are useful, by necessity, they have erred on the side of caution, with some false warnings. To complement predictions made hours to days in advance, it would be useful to have an early warning system that accurately
and robustly determines debris ﬂow characteristics in real time and hence only triggers an alert when there
is a large event detected, and ideally far enough in advance that loss of life can be prevented. Applications of
ground-motion based early warning systems have been slow to advance because we often lack a nearby network of permanent real-time seismic stations dedicated to debris ﬂow detection, the seismic signature of
debris ﬂows has not been well established, and therefore early warning criteria proposed have been ad
hoc and speciﬁc to each site (Schimmel & Hubl, 2016; Walter et al., 2017).
Here we address these concerns by developing a mechanistic physical model for the high-frequency ground
shaking produced by debris ﬂows and applying the model to seismic data observed within a few kilometers
of the Montecito debris ﬂows that occurred on 9 January 2018 (Figure 1a), a large event that destroyed many
structures in the city of Montecito, California and caused at least 20 casualties. We demonstrate that
important physical quantities can be constrained and describe implications for potential debris ﬂow early
warning application.

2. Mechanistic Model
To make a theoretical prediction for the high-frequency (>1 Hz) seismic ground motion produced by a debris
ﬂow, we begin with the bed load impact model of Tsai et al. (2012). A series of particles are assumed to stochastically impact a channel bed, producing seismic waves that travel to the seismic station and, to simplify
the prediction, the largest amplitude ground motions are assumed to primarily come from surface waves.
Additionally accounting for a minor improvement to the accuracy of the impulse response functions
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(Gimbert et al., 2014), and assuming a single average source-station distance, r0, the same model can be used
to predict the ground motion due to an arbitrary set of stochastic impacts of particles, whether transported
ﬂuvially or by debris ﬂows, yielding
 5ξ
 ξ
f 3 ff0
f
2πfr
ð
1þξ
Þ
=v c Q
0:62 ð1 þ ξ Þ2 π 2
0
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(1)

ξ ≈ 0.25  0.5 is a parameter related to how strongly seismic velocities increase with depth at the site (Tsai
et al., 2012), ρg is the ground density, vc is the Rayleigh-wave phase velocity at 1 Hz, m is the mass of each
particle, Δwi is the change in impact velocity at each impact, f is frequency, f0 is a reference frequency set
to 1 Hz, r0 is the average distance of the station from the debris ﬂow, Q is the quality factor for Rayleigh
waves (assumed independent of frequency within the observed range), and Ri is the total rate of impacts
(number per unit time) integrated over the entire surface, assumed to be phased randomly with respect to
each other. P is the seismic power spectral density (PSD) of velocity as a function of frequency, f, and
has
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
units of (m/s)2/Hz, with absolute ground motion velocities over a frequency band Δf then given by PΔf .
We assume that grains are spherical and have a representative grain diameter D, discussed below, so that
m ≈ π6 ρD D3 , where ρD is the density of each grain.
In order to use equation (1) for debris ﬂows, we must estimate Δwi and Ri. Tsai et al. (2012) showed that seismic noise is dominated by the very coarse fraction of the load; for a nearly lognormal distribution typical of
river beds, for example, D represents the 94th percentile of the grain size distribution. The coarse load of debris ﬂows often occurs at the ﬂow front, in a boulder snout, and these boulders are pushed from the ﬂow
behind (Takahashi, 2007). With this simple conceptualization in mind, we assume that large clasts are pushed
and dragged along the riverbed in what we deﬁne as a “washboard” model, such that the average impact
velocity scales with the average velocity of the ﬂow, u. We set Δwi = 2u to account for signiﬁcant rebound
with each impact. To estimate Ri for the same washboard type model, we assume that each clast impacts
the ground every time it encounters a bump in the ground surface; that is, it has an impact rate of u/Lb, where
Lb is the length scale between signiﬁcant bumps on the ground surface. While Lb is not well constrained, if the
debris ﬂow traverses a granular bed composed of similar material in the coarse snout, it is reasonable to
assume that Lb = D. For debris ﬂows over a bedrock bed, some granular ﬂow experiments (Farin et al.,
2015) suggest that when the ground is rough at many scales, clasts tend to interact most favorably with
roughness elements close to the same scale, that is, that Lb = D is still a reasonable assumption. Integrating
over the area over which clasts are distributed, and assuming the clasts are relatively well packed results in
a total Ri = uLW/D3, where L is the length of the boulder-rich snout and W is the width of the ﬂow. Making
these substitutions results in

P¼

1þξ
0:62 ð1 þ ξ Þ2 π 4 ρ2D
· LWD3 u3 · f 3þξ · e2πf r0 ð1þξ Þ=v c Q :
2
5
36ρg v c r 0

(2)

where f is assumed to be in Hz. (If L were much greater than r0, one should use an effective length of
L = r0 in equation (2) to account for attenuation of the seismic signal.) Assuming the sediment and ground
densities to be equal, substituting ξ ≈ 0.4 (Tsai et al., 2012; Tsai & Atiganyanun, 2014), and numerically
evaluating coefﬁcients in equation (2) yields
P ≈ 1:9 · LWD3 u3 ·

f 3þ5ξ 8:8fv1þξQ r0
e c :
v 5c r 0

(3)

While this formula is only expected to provide an order-of-magnitude estimate of the seismic PSD, P, its functional form provides signiﬁcant insight into the PSD signature of debris ﬂows. Importantly, for a known set of
seismic ground properties, the frequency dependence only depends on the source-station distance, r0, and is
independent of debris ﬂow properties, whereas the amplitude of P depends strongly on both boulder size
and ﬂow speed to the third power, while having a weaker linear dependence on ﬂow snout width and length.
Interestingly, equation (3) has no direct dependence on debris ﬂow thickness, though thickness may
LAI ET AL.
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correlate with ﬂow speed. The peak frequency fp of equation (3) can be
determined analytically by setting dP/df = 0 and solving for f. Doing so
and solving for r0 gives
r0 ¼

ð3 þ 5ξ Þv c Q
2π ð1 þ ξ Þ2 f 1þξ
p

(4)

which can be used to estimate r0 from measurements of fp. The debris
ﬂow speed toward the seismometer can be calculated from changes
in r0 as a function of time recorded by the seismometer. To estimate
the debris ﬂow speed along the channel, these speeds can be corrected
by an orientation factor that accounts for the direction of the ﬂow relative to the direction to the seismometer.
Our theoretical analysis differs from previous debris ﬂow early warning
approaches and inversions for debris ﬂow ﬂuxes from seismic data. In
previous early warning approaches (e.g., Walter et al., 2017), multiple
seismic stations in a dense array were required since no mechanistic
model was used to predict the absolute amplitude of seismic signal
expected of a debris ﬂow. In this work, we make a speciﬁc prediction
for the absolute amplitude of the seismic signal of debris ﬂows, allowing
us to create a straightforward threshold based purely on seismic power.
While previous inversions for debris ﬂow ﬂuxes (Kean et al., 2015) have
also built upon the Tsai et al. (2012) model, this previous work has also
refrained from discussing absolute amplitudes and instead has normalized seismic power relative to events with known ﬂuxes. Since events
with known ﬂuxes are typically not available, and were not available in
Montecito, this type of approach would not be feasible in most locations. Thus, while our approach of using absolute seismic amplitudes
has uncertainties in the various parameters of the model, it allows for
a more straightforward estimation of important physical parameters of
debris ﬂows through equations (3) and (4).

3. Data and Results

Figure 2. Detection of the Montecito debris ﬂows from seismic ground
motion data. (a) Mean power spectral density (PSD) for velocity data in a 5
to 10-Hz frequency band, averaged over 1-min time intervals, recorded on a
vertical component accelerometer at seismic station CI.QAD (Figure 1a), from
beginning of operation (7 July 2017) until 17 January 2018. Deglitching is
necessary to remove spikes due to electrical noise (see Figures S5 and S6).
PSD from the debris ﬂow is signiﬁcantly above the background noise. For
12
2
(m/s) /Hz is sufﬁcient to
early warning purposes, a threshold of 6 × 10
distinguish the debris ﬂow signal from other signals. (b) Mean PSD (5–10 Hz)
during the debris ﬂow episode. Inset shows the PSDs at 30-s intervals, where
the signal intensiﬁes over a short time period (<2 min.). A threshold of
12
2
6 × 10
(m/s) /Hz is reached by 4:06:30 a.m. (c) Seismic ground motion
time series for the broadband data (in black) and ﬁltered at 5–10 Hz (in red).
The debris ﬂow signal is dominated by the 5 to 10-Hz signal; there is also an
increase in overall energy, particularly in the 1-Hz frequency range shortly
after peak rainfall (see Figure 3). (d) Peak rainfall rate and cumulative rainfall
recorded at the Montecito site (see Figure 1a). Peak rainfall rate is averaged
over 5-min windows. Highest peak rainfall is around 3:45 a.m.
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On 9 January 2018, debris ﬂows were triggered in the Santa Ynez
Mountains that border the city of Montecito to the north (Figure 1a)
following a downpour of approximately 20 mm of rain over a 10-min
period in Montecito at ~3:45 a.m. (Figure 2d). A month earlier, the mountains burned in one of the largest wildﬁres in California history, the
Thomas Fire, leaving characteristic barren hillslopes and dry river channels loaded with loose sediment (DiBiase et al., 2017). Debris ﬂows are
common in southern California following wildﬁre, especially in steep terrain where hillslope gradients exceed the frictional stability of soil in the
absence of plants (>35°); under these conditions, annual sediment
yields can increase by 10-fold or more (Lamb et al., 2011). Based on local
reports, debris ﬂows began to inundate the northern parts of Montecito
around 3:50 a.m. Debris ﬂows moved through the uplands, where ~37%
of the terrain exceeds 35 degrees and creek-bed gradients are ~12%
(Figures 1a and S1 in the supporting information) and ﬂowed south into
a series of creeks, with gradients of ~5%, that drain south through the
city of Montecito to the Paciﬁc Ocean. Although the creeks are incised
by more than 5 m into the surrounding terrain (Figure S2), the debris
ﬂows overﬂowed the valleys, often at bridge crossings, carrying
boulders commonly 0.5–2 m, and up to 5 m, in diameter into the
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neighboring residential areas (Figures 1b and 1c and S3). The debris ﬂow
deposits cover ~7 km2; damage was concentrated within a few hundred
meters of the creeks and was most pronounced along Montecito and
San Ysidro Creeks (Figures 1b and 1c). Hundreds of homes were
damaged or destroyed and at least 20 people died.
The primary seismic station (CI.QAD) used in this analysis is located
within ~250 m of Romero Creek and ~1.5 km of the zone of major
damage near San Ysidro Creek (Figure 1a) and had real-time data with
latencies of less than 5 s between measurement and analysis output
(Stubailo et al., 2016). Ground motions at the station due to the debris
ﬂows were very anomalous, with high-frequency ﬁltered (5–10 Hz)
ground motion velocities with amplitudes in excess of 105 m/s lasting more than 10 min (Figure 2c). Despite other periods of rain, wind,
ocean waves, earthquakes, and cultural noise over the 6-month
deployment of the seismometer, no other time period had sustained
ground motions of this magnitude when averaged over 60 s or longer
(Figure 2a). The seismic signature of debris ﬂows may be distinct; for
example, shaking from earthquakes is typically shorter, and with
energy distributed over a wider frequency band (Duputel et al.,
2013; McNamara & Buland, 2004), strong rain, wind, water ﬂow, and
ﬂuvial sediment transport are signiﬁcantly weaker seismic sources
(Burtin et al., 2008; Tanimoto & Lamontagne, 2014; Tanimoto &
Valovcin, 2015), and ocean waves have lower frequency energy
(Ardhuin et al., 2015; Gimbert & Tsai, 2015; Longuet-Higgins, 1950;
Figure S4). Thus, a simple criterion based on time-averaged ﬁltered
ground motion amplitude exceeding 6 × 1012 (m/s)2/Hz accurately
discriminates between the Montecito debris ﬂows and any other event
(Figure 2a). Due to signiﬁcant attenuation of the seismic signal with
distance from the source, this threshold was not met until 4:06:30 a.m.
(Figure 2b, inset) despite reported debris ﬂows earlier and small but
signiﬁcant debris ﬂow seismic energy starting by 3:48:00 a.m. (see
Figures 2c and 3c), highlighting the importance of station location
for early detection as discussed below.

Figure 3. Evolution of power spectral density (PSD) during the debris ﬂow.
(a) PSDs recorded from 4:04:45 a.m. to 4:06:30 a.m. have initial power at
5–6 Hz (4:04:45 a.m.) over the background levels (dashed line), which
increases in amplitude through 4:06:30 a.m. and changes peak frequency to
6–7 Hz. (b) PSDs recorded from 4:06:45 a.m. to 4:10:00 a.m. have power that
decreases with time, with PSDs after 4:10:00 a.m. nearing background
levels (dashed line). (c) Peak frequency generally increases to higher
frequencies over the course of the debris ﬂow. The warmer colors denote
higher PSDs. The dashed gray lines denote the range of estimated distances
after accounting for uncertainties in the seismic parameters. All PSDs are
smoothed with a 2-Hz moving window. At early times, signiﬁcant energy
below 3 Hz from sources other than debris ﬂows (see (a) and (b)) makes it
challenging to reliably pick peak frequencies below 4 Hz. Thus, we have
conservatively picked peaks that are within the more reliable 4 to 10-Hz
band, despite signiﬁcant energy at lower frequencies from 3:47 to 3:56 a.m.
We therefore likely underestimate the distance of ﬂows at these early times.

LAI ET AL.

The success of such a simple criterion and constraints on debris
ﬂow physics can be understood in the context of equations (3)
and (4). Taking estimates of seismic parameters for the site of
vc = 953 ± 200 m/s, Q = 45 ± 15, and ξ = 0.417 ± 0.05 (see supporting
information; Brankman, 2009; Hauksson & Shearer, 2006; Shaw et al.,
2015) allows estimates of source-station distance r0 from observed
peak frequency through equation (4). At the time of the largest
ground motions at 4:06:45 a.m. in Montecito, peak frequency is
observed in the range of 6–7 Hz (Figures 3a and 3b). Given the significant uncertainties in seismic parameters (Kean et al., 2015), this frequency band results in an estimated average source-station distance
of 1,220 ± 600 m (see supporting information), consistent with the distance to the zones of major damage along San Ysidro and Romero
Creeks (Figure 1). Because the debris ﬂows were triggered by a brief
period of intense rainfall, ﬂows were likely active simultaneously in
multiple creeks. Although the lower portion of Romero Creek is within
~250 m of the station (see Figure 1a), debris ﬂows there appear to
have been smaller and conﬁned to the channel, consistent with the
seismic data that suggest that the peak amplitude occurred farther
upstream (i.e., at a distance of 1,220 ± 600 m) in Romero Creek or in
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nearby San Ysidro Creek. For example, with the seismic parameters as above, a source at 250 m would
have its peak at 20 Hz, far from the observed 6 to 7-Hz peak.
Due to attenuation with distance and other ambient seismic noise sources at lower frequencies, the method is
not as robust for debris ﬂows that occurred farther than ~3 km from the station, such that potential signals
from Montecito Creek or the far upstream extents of San Ysidro and Romero Creeks are not reliably measured
(supporting information). For example, the seismic data also show a low amplitude peak at <3 Hz and continuous for more than 4 hr, which may be due to nearby short-period ocean waves generated by the storm
(Gimbert & Tsai, 2015) or water ﬂow and standing waves (Gimbert et al., 2014; Schmandt et al., 2013) in the
lower reach of Romero Creek near the seismic station. This energy overlaps signiﬁcantly with signals from
more distant debris ﬂows and is the main reason that the seismic station in Santa Barbara, located ~10 km west
of the Montecito station, cannot reliably be used in the analysis presented here. Nevertheless, despite being
too faint to reliably separate from long-term background noise levels and thus be used for early warning purposes, both stations show clear energy above shorter-term background noise levels (e.g., Figure 2c) starting
around 3:48:00 a.m. and continuing through 3:55:00 a.m. (Figure S7). These earlier, lower amplitude records
are consistent with eye-witness reports of the timing of debris ﬂows in the upper parts of Montecito and
San Ysidro Creeks. Debris ﬂows in Romero Creek, which likely occurred later due to the storm moving from
west to east, or ﬂow in the downstream section of San Ysidro Creek, are within 3 km of the Montecito seismic
station but were farther away from and appear not to be detected by the Santa Barbara seismic station.
After subtracting off the <3 Hz signal, it is clear that the peak frequency from debris ﬂows detected by the
Montecito station shifts over time, from generally lower frequencies earlier (e.g., 5.5 Hz at 4:04:45 a.m. and
6.0 Hz at 4:06:00 a.m.) to higher frequencies later (e.g., 7.0 Hz at 4:08:45 a.m. and 8.0 Hz at 4:10:00 a.m.;
Figures 3a and 3b), but with signiﬁcant complexity in between (supporting information). Using our preferred
parameters, equation (4) indicates that the shift in peak frequency corresponds to the average distance
between the source and the seismometer changing from 1,540 to 1,360 m, 1,220 m, 1,100 m, and then
910 m in 1.25, 0.75, 2.0, and 1.25 min, respectively (Figure 3c). The ﬂow path is unlikely to have been straight,
and the bimodal peaks at certain times (e.g., 4:06:00 a.m., Figure 3a) suggest that at least two separate debris
ﬂow pulses were recorded. By accounting for the likely average angle between the debris ﬂow direction and
the direction of the station (~45° for lower San Ysidro Creek or ~0° for Romero Creek), we estimate an average
speed over the 5.25 min of strongest signal to be u = 2.4 ± 1.7 m/s. This estimate of both distance and debris
ﬂow speed can be made with a single nearby seismic station and is consistent with available information as
well as observed debris ﬂow speeds in similar terrains (Takahashi, 2007). After the seismic peak, the pattern of
decreasing seismic amplitude with decreasing distance to the station suggests that the ﬂows lost signiﬁcant
momentum after they were forced from the channel, spread, and deposited mud and boulders in the zones
of major damage. At these late times (particularly at 4:12–4:15 a.m.), there is also a much larger fraction of
seismic energy above 10 Hz (including energy at 20 Hz), in a possibly bimodal distribution, consistent with
the inference of weaker but closer ﬂows at these times (Figure S8).
Constraints on the product LWD3u3 can be obtained from the observed seismic amplitudes through equation (3), with a factor of ~20 uncertainties after accounting for uncertainties in the seismic parameters (see
supporting information). With these uncertainties in mind, we estimate peak values of LWD3u3 of
8.0 × 104 m8/s3, with best estimates of the time history going from 7.9 × 103 m8/s3 at 4:04:45 a.m. to
6.8 × 104 m8/s3 at 4:06:00 a.m., 1.2 × 104 m8/s3 at 4:08:45 a.m., and 2.1 × 103 m8/s3 at 4:10:00 a.m.
Using our estimate of u = 2.4 m/s and estimating W~L~50 m for the width and length of the boulder
snout based on channel widths (≳10 m; supporting information) and the lateral extent of postevent
boulder ﬁelds (≲100 m), we estimate D = 1.3 ± 0.6 m at peak signal and D = 0.7 ± 0.4 m closer to the
station, consistent with visual observations (Figures 1b and 1c and S3). More importantly, our ability to
constrain physical parameters of the debris ﬂow provides clear guidelines for a debris ﬂow early warning
criterion based on whether LWD3u3 exceeds a certain threshold, where a threshold of 2,000 m8/s3 could
correspond to a ﬂow with L = W = 45 m, D = 0.5 m, and u = 2 m/s. At a nominal source-station early warning distance of 1,000 m and the seismic parameters as chosen above, a threshold of 2,000 m8/s3 corresponds with a maximum PSD amplitude of 6 × 1012 (m/s)2/Hz (Figure 2a) or an average (5–10 Hz)
ﬁltered ground motion velocity threshold of 5 × 106 m/s. If ambient noise levels at a station were higher
than the proposed corresponding threshold, our analysis implies that the straightforward early warning
methodology proposed here would fail. Finally, our model suggests that the onset and decay of seismic
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energy over several minutes (Figure 2b) may be characteristic of debris ﬂows on depositional fans, with
the onset being mostly due to decreasing average distance of the ﬂow to the station, and the decay being
mostly related to decreasing ﬂow speed and grain size as the ﬂow traverses the distal, lower gradient fan
and deposits the largest boulders.
Our analysis of the ground-motion data suggests that debris ﬂow early warning could have been accomplished for Montecito, even with a single accelerometer with moderate sensitivity in the 5 to 10-Hz frequency
band providing real-time data. With the nominal threshold and estimates discussed above, the early warning
time would have been approximately 5 min for locations within about 600 m of the station (supporting
information). While such an early warning would not have helped for locations farther upstream, including
the most heavily affected areas, a seismic network designed speciﬁcally for debris ﬂow early warning could
clearly improve upon the warning area and time. Locating multiple stations upstream of the potentially
affected communities, near the border of Montecito with the Santa Ynez Mountains at each creek, could provide up to 10 min of early warning for all residents affected by the Montecito debris ﬂows, depending on the
debris ﬂow initiation locations (supporting information). There is a trade-off between the robustness of the
detection, size of the event targeted, and the amount of warning time desired, but the simple theoretical prediction of equation (3) provides a pragmatic and justiﬁable criterion upon which to base a warning threshold,
with site-speciﬁc modiﬁcations based on the parameters discussed being clear ways in which different sites
could have different ground-motion thresholds for the same targeted early warning level. While there are
many practical issues that still need to be addressed before the ground-motion based debris ﬂow early warning system proposed here would be robust and useful (e.g., Gasparini et al., 2007; Given et al., 2014; Goltz,
2002), the physics-based approach should help with better understanding the uncertainties that underlie
the measurement.

4. Conclusions
We developed a mechanistic model for the high-frequency seismic signature of debris ﬂows. The model suggests that seismic ground motion amplitudes are most sensitive to the product of four physical parameters
related to the debris ﬂow: length (L) and width (W) of the boulder snout, grain size cubed (D3), and average
speed cubed (u3). The model also implies that peak frequency of the seismic signal depends on average distance of the debris ﬂow from the instrument. These results have implications for what can be measured
robustly with the seismic technique. For example, they suggest that the seismic observables are most sensitive to the largest clasts within the ﬂow and are not directly sensitive to ﬂow thickness except through the
expected dependence of average speed on thickness. The results also demonstrate the need for accurate
seismic parameter estimates when using the seismic technique. Applying the modeling framework to the
Montecito debris ﬂows of 9 January 2018, we ﬁnd that the average distance to the nearest debris ﬂows
can be determined and that estimated grain sizes and ﬂow speeds are consistent with observations. Our work
further suggests that seismic networks designed to target debris ﬂow early warning could provide early warning times of up to 10 min for debris ﬂows similar to the ones that produced catastrophic results in Montecito.
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